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The start-up of the MH) .1/1)' Point Lepreau reactor provided the opportunity for direct involvement in the important low
and medium power start-up phase which was of particular interest because this was a first-of-a-kind reactor type
incorporating a new steam generator design. Support included test assistance and test results interpretation for the thermal
hydraulic performance of the steam generators and in particular, investigation of water level response to operating
pressure, power and teed flow. This work resulted in both a greatly improved understanding of transient characteristics and
in a number of beneficial refinements in the control methods.

H'. Schneider is an Advisory Engineer with 16 years of experience in the thermal hydraulic and mechanical design of
nuclear steam generators for the C ASDL system, including all li&ll equipment from Bruce 'A' onward. A. I.eroux is a
Design Engineer involved in thermal hydraulic analysis of nuclear steam generators including an assignment to SBIil'C
commissioning staff where she provided support for steam generator commissioning work. B& If' Canada's background in
the service area ranges from fossil boiler erection and general mechanical construction to specialized nuclear services. In
addition to this service work which is about JO'i of company activity, a further M)'"< of its activity is in the manufacture
of nuclear components for the CAS PL reactors. M H ' Canada has received orders for !95 steam generators, of
which If> ? have been fabricated and 107 are in operation as of the end of /9<VJ. This base in nuclear and service work is
extended by the backup available from other Ii& I)' divisions which have supplemented PU R and naval nuclear experience.

Introduction
This paper describes the steam generator start-up

support provided by B&W Canada at the New Brunswick
Llectric Power Commission. Point Lepreau Generating
Piant during the low and medium power level lest phases.
This start-up activity occurred between September 19X2
and January 1983 during which time the power level was
increased from 5' i to K5''i. The need for such support
arose both from the fact that the reactor system as a
whole was a first-of-a-kind. and from the limited
familiarity with boiler control characteristics at site. The
desire for involvement on the manufacturer's side was
sparked by the opportunity for direct observation
of operating characteristics which could be fed hack to
the design process.

In addition to water level control assistance discussed
in this paper, the site attachment offered the opportunity
to observe steam generator water treatment practice,
steam generator thermal cycles and the operation of

related systems such as the blowdown system and the
feedwater train.

The operating support case described here is one
specific example of the type of support available to the
operator. Looking at operating support in the broadest
sense, it is apparent that the complexity of nuclear plants
and the cost of outage requires access to a vast array of
service capabilities. The plant is expected to run for
extended periods of time with a basic operating staff. At
the same time operations may at any moment encounter a
situation requiring very specific and very extensive
support. This support may include — specialized
inspection and repair capabilities, skilled trades,
metallurgical tests or other research lab work, structural
or hydraulic analysis, and project management to define
the tasks, assemble the resources, and control the work
through completion.



Steam Generator Design
The steam generators tor the Lepreau Generating

Station are shown in figure I. The specified design
requirements lor steam generator performance relate
primarily lo its operation at I'ull load as a piece of static
equipment. Thus the specified steam output, terminal
temperatures, circulation ratio, etc. must be met at lull
load. At any lesser load the performance requirements are
normallv covered automatically The only specified
dwiamic performance requnenienl relates to water level
control during the rapid restart cycle. I his is a cycle
vvherehv (he reaclor musl run up Irom zero power to SO' \
power in about 155 seconds as part of the rapid restart
maneuver. This total maneuver must have the reaclor
hack at a high power within about 30 minutes after a trip,
il a two dav poison out due to /enon buildup is to be
averted. Hie fact that the steam generator is the heaviest
single component in the C'ANDl' nuclear island provides
,m indication of its eriliealitv relative to rapid start-up or
to other cycles such as rapid warm-up and cooldovvn.

To understand the question of water level control we
must first understand the operation of the steam
generator at full and part load. The following discussion
is based on the operation of a steam generator of fixed
configuration given the demands of the system. Note that
this is opposite to the problem of designing a unit lo
satisfv specified terminal conditions. The boiler control
and operation is as follows.

Al all loads the steam pressure is lontrolled to a
constant value of 4960 KPa (fiSO psia) and the pr> ary
fluid flow is essentially constant. At any particular load
the steam flow rate is set bv turbine demand, the heat
output of the reactor is adjusted to meet that demand, and
the teedwater temperature is predetermined by the
feedwaler heating system. These parameters ol steam How.
steam pressure, primary How and feed temperature are the
"given" parameters as far as the steam generator and the
water level control are concerned. Based on these
conditions the primary inlet temperature automatically
adjusts to allow the heat to be transferred, and the
feedwater control operates to maintain drum level.

At full load the temperature distribution within the
steam generators will be approximately that specified (see
fig. 2. 100' i case). The feedwater will come in at the
1S7 C (36X I') temperature which is predetermined by the
feed train and be healed in the preheater to the controlled
saturation temperature of 260" (5(HrK) which is the
secondary side temperature throughout the rest of the
steam generator. The primary temperature will be as high
as is necessary to provide the temperature differential
neeessarv to achieve heal transfer — in this case an inlet
value of M)9 C (58X'R at 3.4r; quality and an outlet
value of 265 C(?09°F:).

On the secondary side, full load steam generati.m
results in steam and water passing up through the riser to
the steam drum (see Fig. 1) with a total mass How of
about 5.? x steam (low. The steam is separated and taken
to the turbine and the water is recirculated through the
downcomer to the hot leg of the bundle. This recirculated
(low then enters the bundle hot leg area where
evaporation begins. [7rom this point the flow moves
upward to join with the incoming feed How and the total
How again moves up through the bundle, evaporating to a
quality of 19' i as it goes. The above How condition
results in a certain mass or inventorv of water benm
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contained in the unit at that particular power and water
level. At fu'l load the inventory is equivalent to the steam
generated in 1.9 minutes at full power.

At lower loads, the saturation temperature will be
controlled to the same value as above and the Iced
temperature will be at a lower value. The primary
temperature will be only as high as necessary to achieve
heat transfer. The preheater secondary temperature will get
to saturation in a shorter distance as shown in Figure 2.
With reducing load, the total circulation mass How remains
relatively constant down to about 25'"< load, then drops off
as shown in Figure 3(b). The circulation ratio (riser flow
divided by steam flow) however, increases with decreasing
load (see Fig. 3(a)). and thus the quality (and void) in the

riser will be much less than at full power. At very low IO;KK
circulation finally breaks down and natural separation
lakes over.

Water Level Control and Swell
From a heat transfer view the boiler is static

equipment, however, from a level control view il is the
continence of dynamic inputs from both the primary and
secondary sides. Changes in inventory, operating
pressure, feed temperature and How. reactor power, and
steam flow all have a strong effect (Fig. 4).

Water level control is governed by the fcedwaler
controller (see Fig. 6) according to the level limits shown
in the Level Control Diagram (Fig. 5). This diagram
shows the "Control Line" which states the desired level as
a (unction of power. The level controller receives the three
(3) inputs of steam flow, feed flow and level indication,
and acts to restore level to this control line.

The Level Control Diagram shown in Fig. 5 also shows
the alarm and trip lines. The High Alarm and Turbine
Trip lines are the levels where alarms and trips are
incurred in the event of a high boiler water level which
would result in excessive moisture in the steam if
exceeded. The low alarm, reactor step back, and safety
shutdown lines iSDSl and SDS2) relate to both boiler
hydraulics and to minimum heat sink inventory
requirements.

We can get insight into water level control during a
transient if we track a rapid start-up using the parameters
in Figure 7.

In the rapid start-up we start at zero power and run up
at the ramp rate shown in Fig. 7(d) which relates to the
total run up time shown in 7(e). The boiler has an initial
water level and initial inventory as shown in Fig. 7(a) and
(b) respectively. Note that if we were to follow a very slow
run up. the level would follow the control line in 7(a). the
feed flow would be approximately equal to steam flow
shown in 7(c) and the inventory would follow the control
line curve in 7(b). However, in a rapid run up the rale at
which inventory is used up through steam production is
very low as noted in 7(b). In this condition the boiler level
increase as riser void develops with power. This expansion
ol volume and the resultant increase in level is referred to
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as swell. This swell causes the level lo overshoot the av.irol
line even with zero Iced flow |see 7(a). (c)|. Only at a later
stage in the run up is the inventory depletion through
steam production sufficient to allow the level to Tail back lo
the control line so that the feed How may resume.

The height of the swell curve (7(a)) depends on the
starting level and the run up rate. A higher start level or a
Taster run up would raise the curve to the point where the
maximum high water level would be exceeded
causing a turbine trip. The nature of the swell
characteristics are a I unction boiler design. These units
have a verv large riser volume and a relatively short
drum. This makes the level relatively sensitive to the
various operating inputs and also necessitates a very low
zero power water level when rapid restart is necessary.
This means that the level must start below the drum
and outside of the range of the drum level taps. Special
taps in the downcomer and a second level measurement
system were necessary to accommodate this large level
range.

Start-up Program
Key commissioning dates and activities ibr the Point

Lepreau Plant start-up were as follows:

Commissioning Initiated Fall 19X0
— primary side hot conditioning
— primary pumps and instrumentation

commissioning
— primary pressure and inventory control

Operating License Granted July 2O/K2

First Criticality July 25/X2
— operation at zero power hot
— commissioning of secondary side pumps

and instrumentation

S'.'r Reactor Power Aug. 2N/X2
— fine tuning of controls and safety system

testing on secondary side

FIG:6
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Canada involvement took plack in the low to
medium power phase. September through .human.. The
involvement centered around work on the main .steam
and feed system of which Boiler Level Control is an
integral part.

Observations
During commissioning a number o[ anomalies in water

level responses were noted. These resulted from one or
more of the following:

— unanticipated transient responses of the steam
generators

— control program characteristics

— operating conditions totally unreleated to level control
(such as loss of feed How )

— instrumentation malfunction or calibration problems

As at any site the latter was the cause of the greatest
number of occurrences. The unrelated conditions also
resulted in many of the out of range level conditions. In
particular, those occurrences classified as "enacting of a
safety shutdown system due to low boiler level" were not
design related. They tended to be caused by such events
as the tripping of feed pump causing severe loss in
inventory. These types of problems are typical
occurrences during commissioning.

Observations of transient boiler responses during this
period included;

• Effect of Pressure Variation

During the preliminary testing a crash cooldown
simulation at zero power hot was carried out by dropping
pressure by 1030 KPa (150 psi). The water level
responded with an instantaneous rise of 3.7 meters (145
inches). The magnitude of this effect was not anticipated
although it can be predicted analytically. It represents the
swell which occurs when 2/3 of the steam which Hashes
due to the pressure reduction remains within the water
inventory. This sensitivity to pressure variation was also
noted during load rejection and reactor trip testing.

• Sensitivity to Change in Feed Flow Rate

During testing at 5-150? power, extreme water level
sensitivity to change in feed flow rate was noted. Initially
this was attributed to the control program. However, as
water level oscillations could not be completely
dampened, further examination of this phenomena was
made as follows:

At any power level below 25' r the reactor operation
changes from the normal mode of response to turbine
steam flow demand to operation, with a constant heat duty
proportional to power level. !n boilers a percentage of this
heat is used to bring feedwater from a subcoolcd to a
saturated state and the remainder of the heat is used



to produce '.team. When Iced llou rale is dramatically
increased, a greater percentage ol heat goes
tu bnnemg Iced to saturation. I his causes a decrease m
secondary side qualitv. and a drop in water level (shrink).
I or instance, at 10' , power a Iced (low rate ol 35' i
requires all ot lhe heat input lor preheating How as shown
in hi: . N. Zero sleain llou results. A feed, nticluation from
0-35' i can easih occur during start-up. Likewise, when
Iced How rate is decreased a greater percentage ol heat is
used to generate steam causing swell and an increase in
water level.

Due to the lack ol recognition of ink relationship
during the initial operation, a decreasing level was
interpreted as a need lor more water which resulted in
increased I'eeil l lou. greater shrinkage, and a lurlher
demand lor leedwaler. Pursuit of these transients led to
dramatic level cycling and teed How variations.

• Kffeet of Water Level Set Point Change
lesting was done at 0-15' < power with water level in

the drum range to examine the sensitivity of water level to
set point change (see Fig. 9). Initially water level response
consisted of a series of large oscillations requiring up to
an hour to dampen out d i g . Mia)). Control program tuning
was done to make level stabilize quickly (Fig. 9(b)). When
water level was then reset to downcomcr annulus. the
control program created continuous oscillations (with the
water level and the teed valve opening at ISO out of
phase).
Alter some effort to minimize this problem it was
concluded that stable operation above zero reactor power
with level in the annulus was difficult and should be
minimized.

• Swell After Level Restoration
Alier a power run down water level will automatically

go below the control line and leedwaler must be
introduced to restore inventorv. This decrea.ses the water
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level (due to shrink) while increasing inventory. The usual
response is then to rapidly put in feed to restore level. A
power run up immediately after such a level restoration
will have excessive inventory and therefore excessive swell |
— even though water level indications showed the correct
initial level. This has resulted in a number of trips.

• Starl-Up from Zero Power and -1.0 M Level

The specified operating level at zero power hot was
initially -1.0 meters: (in the downeomcr annulus .3 meters
above the reactor step back level). During a power run up
from zero power hot, the water level experienced a sharp
drop even though ;i sharp rise was anticipated by the
conventional swell analysis. This dip in level brought in a
reactor "step back" and aborted the run up. This inhibited
the capability to raise power from the zero power hot
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operating point. Since water level margins during a rapid
restart are small, this phenomena also inhibited the rapid
restart capability. The cause of this phenomena was

| investigated for the purpose of designing an effective
control strategy. 1 actors contributing to this phenomena
include inventory consumption and dynamic effects.

Inventory consumption — During a slow run up.
inventory consumption is significant and overrides any
swell which may be occurring. Thus addition o\' feed is
required to avoid enacting the safety shutdown systems.
To simplify slow start-up control, it is recommended that
such operation occur totally within the drum.

Dynamic effects — During last power run ups, inventory
consumption is not significant — that is. little tolai steam is
produced during tins short time period. 1 he observed
dip is due lo transient effects. Below }'i power, a drop in
water level occurs due to a combination of the differential
area effect and flow surge. The latter results from rapid
changes in How causing a swing in level in the very
narrow downcomer. This is accentuated by the fact that
riser cross sectional area increases with height and
therefore has an increased mass capacity (area effect). At
powers above ?' i, circulation is initiated and this gives use
lo inventory hang-ups — a condition where a small
amount of downcomer flow hides out in the steam
separators and thus does not contribute to the water level.

Despite the above factors, the inventory remains in the
boiler and will eventually result in a water level increase,
alter the initial dip.

The recommended dip accommodation technique is to
keep the level in the drum wherever rapid restart is not
required. Where it is required, the recommendation is to
start from a slightly higher level (-0.5 m) so that the dip
may occur without causing step back. Run up may proceed
at the rapid restart rate to about MY'i power when level will
approach the HWI. alarm. At this point a brief hold will
bring the level down to a point where the run up may be
completed.

Operating Refinements
As a result of the above observations, a number of

modifications to the control diagram and operating
procedures were made.

[n the high power range, the control line was modified
to provide easier controllability. The line was lowered to
increase the margin to the turbine trip point, and the
shape a]' the control line was altered to provide
essentially constant inventory above 60'V power. This
simplifies the feedwater control, in that steam flow
and feed flow variations during load changes move in
unison with little level overshoot.

I To improve the operating characteristics and control at

lower powers, a recommendation was made to raise the
low power control line Irom the downcomer annulus into
the drum except when a rapid restart is clearly required.

Where rapid restart is needed a recommendation lo
start at a slightly higher level was made so as lo provide
more margin for level dip during initial power run up.

In addition to these changes directly related to boilers,
a range of refinements were made by operations to the
control program, to the operating procedures and to the
instrumentation which enhanced the overall control
characteristics of the boilers and the feedwater system.

Conclusion
These refinements allow the steam generators to be

operated effectively for the lull range of operating
conditions. The understanding of the level related
characteristics of both the boiler and the control system
was greatly enhanced by this work and the operating
margins have been made more comfortable.

The boilers are now operating up to luil power and are
meeting all expectations.

The participation of B&W Canada's engineers at the site
during start-up provided the commissioning staff with a
better understanding of the boiler operating characteristics
and an improved control program. It also provided H&W
Canada with the on-line characteristics ol a new design
that will be applied to any future designs.


